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mechanical
technique
within
faster
response [17].
In
this
paper,
a
FBG-TF
via
tensile/compression technique is theoretically
analysis. Two optical bands are investigated,
namely, C-band and L-band in order to cover
the gain bandwidth of the hybrid EDFA/
Raman fiber amplifier. In C-band region, up to
48.36 nm shift in the center wavelength is
achieved; 12.09 nm in tension and 36.27 nm
for compression. While, for L-band region the
wavelength shift is slightly greater than in
the C-band region about 49.272 nm is
obtained; 12.3 nm in tension and 36.972 nm
for compression.

Abstract
In this paper a wideband tunable filter based on
fiber Bragg grating (TF-FBG) utilizing tensile/
compression technique is theoretically
investigated. According to the results, a wide
tuning range is achieved about 48.36 nm in Cband region from 1513.7 nm to 1562.1 nm;
12.09 nm for tension and 36.27 nm for
compression (C-band refers to the wavelength
range 1530–1565 nm). While, for L-band
region the wavelength shift is slightly greater
than in the C-band region about 49.272 nm
from 1543 nm to 1592.3 nm; 12.3 nm for
tension and 36.972 nm for compression (Lband refers to the wavelength range 1565 –
1625 nm).
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A fiber Bragg grating is a piece of optical fiber
with a periodic variation of the index of
refraction along the fiber axis. Such a phase
grating acts as a band rejection filter reflecting
wavelengths that satisfy the Bragg condition
and transmitting the others. FBGs act like tiny
mirrors in a fiber that reflect specific
wavelengths due to periodic changes in the
index of the fiber core.
In a uniform FBG, the length period of
refractive index change Λ is fixed and usually
Λ is around 0.5 µm.
Coherent reflection is achieved where the
period is half the wavelength of the light in the
fiber, giving an equation known as the Bragg
condition:

Introduction
Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) have been
investigated in many published works during
recent decades and up to the present. This is
due to their applications as attractive optical
sensors for different measurement purposes [14]. At the same time tunable optical filters
based on FBGs are widely used for
semiconductor and doped fiber lasers [5-7],
gain equalizer in a fiber amplifier [8], as well
as add/drop multiplexer for wavelength
division multiplexing systems [9].
In this context, the FBG center wavelength can
be tuned by adjusting the refractive index of
the fiber or by modifying the grating period.
These modifications can be achieved by
different ways, such as thermal effects [10-12],
electromagnetic force [13], mechanical effect
[14, 15] and pressure technique [16].
Typically, the required FBG tuning range is up
to 45 nm in order to cover the whole gain
bandwidth of the EDFA or Raman fiber
amplifier. This tuning range cannot be carried
out either by heating or by pressure techniques.
While up to 50 nm was achieved utilizing the

𝑵 . 𝝀𝑩 = 𝟐 𝒏𝒆𝒇𝒇 𝚲𝒈

(1)

where N ≥ 1 is an integer indicating the order
of the grating period, λB is Bragg wavelength,
Λg is grating period, neff is the Effective
refractive index of the transmitting medium.
Using the coupled-mode theory, theoretically
the normalized reflection produced by an FBG
is given by:
𝑹 = |𝝆|𝟐 =

55

𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒉𝟐 (𝝋𝑳)
𝜹𝟐

𝒄𝒐𝒔𝒉𝟐 (𝝋𝑳)− 𝟐
𝒌

(2)
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where 𝝆 is the reflection coefficient of the
grating, L is the grating length, δ is the
detuning parameter and it is:
𝜹=

𝟐𝝅𝒏𝒆𝒇𝒇
𝝀

𝝅

−𝚲

Axial strain, Ɛax

0 to 0.01 steps of
0.002 for tensile,
and
0 to 0.03 steps of
0.003 for
compression

(3)

𝝋 = √𝒌𝟐 − 𝜹𝟐
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(4)
𝝅𝚫𝒏

κ is the coupling coefficient, 𝜿 =
𝜼
𝝀
η is the overlap integral and can be
approximated as η ≈1 for single mode fibers
with step index. In this case, 𝜼 = 𝚫𝒏 𝑭, F is
the fractional modal power in the core given
by:
𝐅 = [𝟏 − 𝟏⁄ 𝟐 ]
𝐕

(5)

where V is the normalized frequency and Δn is
the amplitude of induced refractive index
perturbation.
The shift in Bragg wavelength with applied
strain is described as the following
Equation [17]:
𝚫𝛌
𝛌𝐁𝐨

= (𝟏 − 𝐩𝐞 ) 𝛆𝐚𝐱

Figure 1: Reflection spectra of a 15 mm FBG
with center wavelength 1550 nm via stretching
technique

(6)

where Δλ is the wavelength shift, λBo is Bragg
wavelength, pe is the effective photoelastic
constant it is about 0.22, Ɛax is the axial strain
(tensile or compressive) applied on the FBG.
Equation 6 can be re-write as following and the
new Bragg wavelength (𝜆𝐵 ) become:
𝝀𝑩 = 𝝀𝑩𝒐 ± 𝝀𝑩𝒐 (𝟎. 𝟕𝟖 ∗ 𝜺𝒂𝒙 )

Figure 2: Reflection spectra of a 15 mm FBG
with center wavelength 1580 nm via stretching
technique

(7)

For the compression method, Figure 3 and 4
show the reflection spectra for a proposed
optical filter in the C-band region (1550 nm)
and L-band region (1580 nm), respectively.
The increasing in compressive strain ɛax from 0
% to 3% showed blue shifting in the center
wavelength about 36.27 nm at C-band and
36.972 nm at L-band. Typically, an optical
fiber is up to 20 times stronger in compression
than that in tension according to the
mechanical properties of FBG [17]. When a
compressive axial strain is applied to the
unstrained FBG, theoretically the same
wavelength shift of axial strain will be
achieved but, in this case, the grating period
will decrease which will cause the reflectivity
peak to shift towards the left side to a new
Bragg wavelength value (blue shift); i.e., a
negative wavelength shift will be achieved.

The minus sign should be used in the
compression technique.
Table 1 Simulation parameters.

Bragg wavelength, λB

1550 nm for Cband
1580 nm for Lband

Radius of core, a

Effective refractive
index, neff

4.1µm
44111 when λ=
1550 nm
1.4437 when λ=
1580 nm

Grating length, L

15 mm

Index difference
between core and
cladding, ∆n

0400.0
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Appendix B: MATLAB code for
stretching
clc
clear all
del=0.0036; %index difference between core
and clad
neff=1.444;
%effective refractive for mode
lamo=1550*10.^-9
%centre wavelength
a=4.1*10.^-6;
%radious of core
cap=lamo/(2*neff);
%pitch of the grating
deln=1.8*10.^-4; %index amplitude of grating
lam=linspace(1549*10.^-9,1565*10.^9,1000);%wavelengths of the source
l=15*10.^-3;
%grating length
for i=1:1000
beta=2*pi*neff/lam(i);
%propogation
constant of the mode
delta=beta-(pi/cap);
%detuning vector
v=2*pi*a*neff*sqrt(2*del)/lam(i); %v-number
f=(1-1/v.^2);
%fraction of the integrated
fundamental-mode intensity contained in the
core
eta=deln*f;
k=pi*eta/lam(i);
%coupling coefficient
r1=sinh(sqrt(k.^2-delta.^2)*l)*sinh(sqrt(k.^2delta.^2)*l);
r2=cosh(sqrt(k.^2-delta.^2)*l)*cosh(sqrt(k.^2delta.^2)*l);
r3=(delta/k)*(delta/k);
R1(i)=10*log(r1/(r2-r3));
%reflectivity of
grating
end
del=0.0036;
%index difference between
core and clad
neff=1.444; %effective refractive for mode
lamo=1550*10.^-9;
%centre wavelength
lamb1=(0.78*lamo*0.002)+lamo
a=4.1*10.^-6;
%radious of core
cap=lamb1/(2*neff);
%pitch of the grating
deln=1.8*10.^-4; %index amplitude of grating
lam=linspace(1549*10.^-9,1565*10.^9,1000);%wavelengths of the source
l=15*10.^-3;
%grating length
for i=1:1000
beta=2*pi*neff/lam(i);
%propogation
constant of the mode
delta=beta-(pi/cap);
%detuning vector
v=2*pi*a*neff*sqrt(2*del)/lam(i); %v-number
f=(1-1/v.^2);
%fraction of the integrated
fundamental-mode intensity contained in the
core
eta=deln*f;
k=pi*eta/lam(i);
%coupling coefficient
r1=sinh(sqrt(k.^2-delta.^2)*l)*sinh(sqrt(k.^2delta.^2)*l);
r2=cosh(sqrt(k.^2-delta.^2)*l)*cosh(sqrt(k.^2delta.^2)*l);
r3=(delta/k)*(delta/k);
R2(i)=10*log(r1/(r2-r3)); %reflectivity of
grating

Figure 3: Reflection spectra of a 15mm FBG
with center wavelength 1550 nm via
compression technique

Figure 4: Reflection spectra of a 15mm FBG
with center wavelength 1580 nm via
compression technique
1>
Appendix A: Theoretical analysis
flowchart

Start
Analyze reflection
equation

Plot the
reflection spectra
of FBG

Apply the equation
of strain effect on
FBG

Apply the equation
of compression
effect on FBG

Divide the rate of
axial strain ɛax

Plot the reflection
spectra of FBG
Change parameter for
another wavelength

End

Figure 5: Flowchart of processes for
theoretical analysis
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end
del=0.0036;
neff=1.444;
lamo=1550*10.^-9;
lamb2=(0.78*lamo*0.004)+lamo
a=4.1*10.^-6;
cap=lamb2/(2*neff);
deln=1.8*10.^-4;
lam=linspace(1549*10.^-9,1565*10.^-9,1000);
l=15*10.^-3;
for i=1:1000
beta=2*pi*neff/lam(i);
delta=beta-(pi/cap);
v=2*pi*a*neff*sqrt(2*del)/lam(i);
f=(1-1/v.^2);
eta=deln*f;
k=pi*eta/lam(i);
r1=sinh(sqrt(k.^2-delta.^2)*l)*sinh(sqrt(k.^2delta.^2)*l);
r2=cosh(sqrt(k.^2-delta.^2)*l)*cosh(sqrt(k.^2delta.^2)*l);
r3=(delta/k)*(delta/k);
R3(i)=10*log(r1/(r2-r3));
end
del=0.0036;
neff=1.444;
lamo=1550*10.^-9;
lamb3=(0.78*lamo*0.006)+lamo
a=4.1*10.^-6;
cap=lamb3/(2*neff);
deln=1.8*10.^-4;
lam=linspace(1549*10.^-9,1565*10.^-9,1000);
l=15*10.^-3;
for i=1:1000
beta=2*pi*neff/lam(i);
delta=beta-(pi/cap);
v=2*pi*a*neff*sqrt(2*del)/lam(i);
f=(1-1/v.^2);
eta=deln*f;
k=pi*eta/lam(i);
r1=sinh(sqrt(k.^2-delta.^2)*l)*sinh(sqrt(k.^2delta.^2)*l);
r2=cosh(sqrt(k.^2-delta.^2)*l)*cosh(sqrt(k.^2delta.^2)*l);
r3=(delta/k)*(delta/k);
R4(i)=10*log(r1/(r2-r3));
end
del=0.0036;
neff=1.444;
lamo=1550*10.^-9;
lamb4=(0.78*lamo*0.008)+lamo
a=4.1*10.^-6;
cap=lamb4/(2*neff);
deln=1.8*10.^-4;
lam=linspace(1549*10.^-9,1565*10.^-9,1000);
l=15*10.^-3;
for i=1:1000
beta=2*pi*neff/lam(i);
delta=beta-(pi/cap);
v=2*pi*a*neff*sqrt(2*del)/lam(i);
f=(1-1/v.^2);
eta=deln*f;
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k=pi*eta/lam(i);
r1=sinh(sqrt(k.^2-delta.^2)*l)*sinh(sqrt(k.^2delta.^2)*l);
r2=cosh(sqrt(k.^2-delta.^2)*l)*cosh(sqrt(k.^2delta.^2)*l);
r3=(delta/k)*(delta/k);
R5(i)=10*log(r1/(r2-r3));
end
del=0.0036;
neff=1.444;
lamo=1550*10.^-9;
lamb5=(0.78*lamo*0.01)+lamo
a=4.1*10.^-6;
cap=lamb5/(2*neff);
deln=1.8*10.^-4;
lam=linspace(1549*10.^-9,1565*10.^-9,1000);
l=15*10.^-3;
for i=1:1000
beta=2*pi*neff/lam(i);
delta=beta-(pi/cap);
v=2*pi*a*neff*sqrt(2*del)/lam(i);
f=(1-1/v.^2);
eta=deln*f;
k=pi*eta/lam(i);
r1=sinh(sqrt(k.^2-delta.^2)*l)*sinh(sqrt(k.^2delta.^2)*l);
r2=cosh(sqrt(k.^2-delta.^2)*l)*cosh(sqrt(k.^2delta.^2)*l);
r3=(delta/k)*(delta/k);
R6(i)=10*log(r1/(r2-r3));
end
plot(lam,R1,'g',lam,R2,'r',lam,R3,lam,R4,lam,
R5,lam,R6)
ylim([-35 0])
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